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ABSTRACT
~e find through examining various keeks that there is the
conviction that leadership is the result of the ascendant individual
who influences through personality, superior ability, or energy. On the
other hand. \© find that many think that it is th® occasion or situational
need of the time, ^he hour and the place. Others think it is the. group
which selects and develops + he leader. Te find the view that great
leaders are destiny directed. Others think that leaders ere those who
express the symbol the group holds in his life and doings. Leadership
relationship may transcend time.
In viewing the t^ee of leaders we find idealised stereotypes,
find the inspirational foundation of leadership attributed to the home,
school, or Church. Leaders may be classified through means of ascendance
to the leadership role. He may be a self-made leader, a group-made
leader, or he may be superimposed upon a group to lead it. Classification
may be mace on the basis of persuasion or dominance. The leader may be
direct or indirect, the leadership may be part i ean or scientific. One
may lead through types o r social, mental, or executive characteristics,
^vpes of governing leaders may be set as autocratic, paternalistic or
democratic. The leaders in the religious field may be prophet or
saint. One may divide bueinsse superiors es experts or bosses.
Of the processes of leading we find suggestion, whether it be
subtle or direct. Rumors test the attitude of the group. The following
may be through imitation of on« holds a secure status. The group
may be led through exhortation or it may be persuaded through argument
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or discussion. The group may be led through publicity or propaganda*
In a email face to face group a leader nay lead through friendship
and personal regard for the- members of the group. A leader may gain
support by setting the problem for the group. ' leader may lead through
sy boliec;.
Jr xh e area of leadership qualities v;e have corr to the elements of
leadership, ’tost commonly mentioned in all works from varied points of
viev is the recognition of energy and vitality re an essential. The
leader usually is decisive* One may hold leadership through the
influential aspect of his profession. The lender should have a purpose,
he lauet have enthusiasm to give the relationship zest. The friendlinees
and respect for tho welfare of the group is an important leaders' -ip
factor in democratic leadership situations. Till leader must earn the
respect of the group; he .must be appropriate for tne group. Some regard
intelligence as a necessary quality and others do not. Commonly listed
are the virtues of hon>--Bty, character, consideration, and courage.
A leader may lead by giving orders that & plan of action may go
through. A leader may advance the program by phrasing ordere clearly.
The leader may induce the group to added activity through the use of
praise. The method of reproof should be handled tactfully in private,
"he leader may effectively delegate ;obs end positions of responsibility
to those whose ability he has confidence in. Ke must make his selection
fairly so that the members of the group do not accuse him of
favoritism. Recruiting is a way of increasing the size of the group.
It should be done with care as to the selection and presentation
r.
of the new members so th> t adjustment of the new members to a new
environment may be easily
^
w,
ected.
The approach to the leadership concept hag been made by the
specific analysis of recognised leader personalities. The risk lies
in the fact that the student or investigator approaches his problem
Irsady preconcelvec attitudes tu! bsliefi . die leader sjrmbol tes
for the group what it stands for. There is the danger of visualiz
the leader ss a stereotyped person, a general or st testa n perhaps.
Is this because these leaders usually rise in time of crisis or need or
is it history that seeks in the leaders the causation for movements
.
Or is it through the publicity and glamour associated with the general
or statesman that the emphasis ie often misplaced? e must face the
fact that the leader must look the part that his group has projected
in him or that the role in which he has cast himself and been accepted
and approved by the group. There must be publicity associated with
leadership whether it is through oratory or the
3
ress or a more subtle
medium of propaganda. The ability to share the eixu&tion with the group
gives the relationship a common acceptance. There must be a factor of
salesmanship to convince the group that its nreds are being fulfulled
in this leader-follower relationship so that the propaganda of a com-
petitive group does not win support from thi9 group's membership.
Leadership may be in filling an inherited position whether it is social
or political.
The factor that makes the study of leadership so difficult is that
the relationship involves so many variables and so few if any constants
‘
in a free society. Examination is made briefly of’ Alexander the Great#
Napoleon, Oliver Cromwell, Abraham Lincoln, Benito Mussolini, and
Father Divine.
The concept of the ^ehrerprinzip is examined in relationship to the
philoeophicsl nd sociological background for th< ideology to rite an:
be put info practice. The organizational system at one of rigid
discipline and acceptance of the duty obligation to obey and folio a
superman. ~he Nazis arose on the negative attack upon democracies
that Trsre regarded at once jealously and contemptuously. The
philosophy in regard to the leadership concept end personality is
xarnlnad in Kegsl, CNto v _n Bismarck, Richard ' »gner, Reinrich von
Treitechke cad '’riodricl. ’’ietzsche, and Oswald Spengler.
.
INTRODUCTION
le recognize that we need leaders* good leaders in business,
in government, in religion, in the profusions, in education* Yi
e
reslize this when we look through a card catalogue file on
Leadership. There are books of leadership written from the point
of view of all these needs. There are book? written to try to
catch the secret and convey nethods of leading for the erasy and
the navy, there are courses given to groom leaders. There are book®
written by churchmen and sermons and addresses given in the hop®
of inciting leadership, there are training institutes given for
Sunday School and Young People's personnel. There are books
written from the businessman's view point to inform him how to
get advancement in a corporation or organization, or in an industry.
There are books and studies read® of government bureau’s leadership
and hierarchy.
Recognition is Hade of the leading, shaping role a teacher Kolas.
Conscencernent addresses incite the graduates; through the ’go forth
up and onward" urge to hold a role of leadership and promlnance. And
yet so jeany aro bewildered by the inadequate, vague compilations of
lists of contributing virtues. It is true as Dr. 2'euI Figorr states in
the introduction to his book, Leadership or i)or.ination , For we ere
in a muddle about what a leader is”.
Sociology is not an exact science. The concepts with which it
is concerned and which constitute its foundation lack the rigid
*.
<
c
characteristics of the concrete material that has area in space with
which natural sciences deal. Concepts are not rubject to precis*
measurements and experiment, but come to us through cultural
transmission.
Sociology has to overcome the difficulty of terras, since it takes
terms in everyday usage and connotation without giving them a mors
exact or workable definition, one sociologists attempt to give terms
t definition b*sed on the description of whsit qualities or
characteristics they have and what means they serve. It is an
operational type of definition that is a concise statement of what
function the concept or eu&lity or process serves in human relations.
The definition is like the definition of the calorie in physic®, that
is a description of what a calorie do«s. It is defined as that unit
of heat required to raise the te^rperatur# of one graai of ».ater one
decree ce tigrace. van his technique anu us© of tho operational
definition in sociology does not solve the problem for the unit is
not easily isolated. The unit in sociology ip of a qualitative nature
which does not readily lend itself to quantitative expression cor
manipulat ‘ on . So leadership is still a something, a quality or a
proves, that gives on® individual influence over one or more people.
'“here is the added difficulty in social interactions of the
greet number of situational, personality, or ability bases for the
selection of leaders. Classification is artificial. It is baeed
on the perspective of the student which in turn Is influenced by
his culture and group associations that bias his point of view.
c
It has been my attempt to survey the books that sr® cone rnsci
with leadership to diecover if they share e more or lees similar
manner of describing and defining leadership. Is there a aide
diversity in the conception of leadership?
iven though the qur lity o 4” leadership is intangible and
varied in fire connotations wh n classification is attempted,
it is true that in reality of everydey living we all have a practical
working conception of the factors of gr^up interaction. '•© knov what
leadership is. he recognize leaders end respond to them effectively.
?^'e are able to perceive the relations of the leadership process. This
is brought about by the individual being shaped by society and
culture "nto which he is born. He learns to make the proper social
identifications so that he ran recognize and can successfully 3ud.ee
the situation as a whole and respond to it as he would to a thing.
It is as f'rmilar to hi® as the concrete, mechanical gagets with which
he surrounds hie life, however
,
to put into words the essence of
the relationship that vs know is another problem, like describing
a spiral without using your hands. The leadership relationship
depends on so many other factors of the situation that the isolation
of the leadership quality or technique is difficult for it remains
imbedded in its matrix of circumstance.
In trying to s t up a concept we must find what the com .on
characteristics and requirements are that must always be met in e
leadership relationship; we must find the essentials. The concept
.*'
c
(
will be artificial in that it is abstracted; but it will permit e
detached common definition to be formed.
It has been m
j
interest to see what leadership is and what it
connotes. I pm aware that when I have finished leadership will rtill
be merely that relationship factor that leads and influences. We shall
try to see how end by what attributes and factore and in what
different types and variants leadership occurs.
First, there must be e. coordination of vievrB and attitudes of
V
leadership. To this ere it may be well for us to have some more or
less specific key questions we shall ry to answer which will point
and direct or investigation. Is there a time element involved in
th© recognition of a person as a leader? Does a leader necessarily
have to lead a group'? hr<- there degrees of the quality or qualities
of leadership? Is the test of leadership the offectivoness in getting
results regardless of the qualities of the leader? Or is it the
loyalty and respect th® leader can command regardless of whether n©
attains his objective and that of ins group or not? -.that ie the
eoasaon denominator in the different types of pennons whoa people have
recogniz-d as leaders? Is th® common denominator found only among
th© followers? *^hat are some of the implications of this study for
present -day leadership-

CHAPTER I
p
Leadership Qualities
A Leader must have abounding physical and nervous energy to -rive
himself and to magnetize thorns vhota he leads. In tines of doubt tad
'iculty the leader's seal mobilises and directs, the energy of his
follovere. Leading demands long concentration. The leader hoe
received hie physical strength through inheritance and through
adequate nurture psychologically as veil as physically during hie
growing years through the vise use and development of hie body
day by dey. The stories of boys who hsve been handicapped by
weak hrsical conet itwtions end through courage and determination
have overcome* physical difficulties or used theca to their leadership
8dvant-"Gre ere not the rule but rather tre exception. A leader is
handicapped if his energy ie reduced by pain or fatigue for followers
catch or lack the spark o'* zeal fro® the leader's energy and spontaneous
enthusiasm. ?hir lends to trie task or the project through action a sente
of direction and progress and gives a satisfaction in planning and
doing as a group together. To be sustained the leader mast plan that
he may so direct as to conserve the energy and activity and uee it most
effectively that the obstacles can be avoided and minimized and that
the futility of blind effort is done away with. A leader must have a
sufficient supply and reserve o'1 energy and interest in the job, project,
or objective to permit him to plan while his followers are relaxing
and resting that he may see them the next, day with enthusiasm for what
1
ns has planned. Ho cannox risic le-xin" himself get tired and -worn
out. To approach this ideal the leader uei have txable, well
adjusted mental equipment
. As Ordwmy Toad says in bis ook» The
Arx o *
1 leaderghln on page 09.
The difference between a poor and good Leader—
i? in eil too many cates the difference between a congested
1 Ivor and a normal one or a hyper-thyroid monition and
e sound one; or a low blood pressure and a normal one;
or a chronic food poisoning and a guided dirt.
!n situations in which the group wvers or loses enthusiasm 3 good
leader should glamourize ri. energy. If he dress s and acts forceful .y
•?
and vigorously his followers and others with v-hom he has associations
will see him as he sees himself with energy enough to carry him through
the day* task, or job.
?ollo*-ers have to be energized. When they fesl that the
leader sees them as fulfilling a given function they can accept the
same picture of their job and the ssaao part in the total organization
ee the leader has planned for the* and they car, carry through
expeditiously with the vigor and satisfaction of a mission assigned
and fulfilled. People like to feel thrt they have caught wfcat war
expected of them and that they "have delivered the goods". It gives
then the s tiefaction in themselves that is aptly expressed in the
slang ee "having what it takes". A loader can give hie followers this
inspiration and satisfaction in the job. It takes as well ae energy a
personal regard for the followers. He must appreciate the ableness of
the followers and their part in the progress toward the and he he®
'c
*
"
-
set arid the group has adopted. To feel that the goal or aim is being
approached through the joint effort of the followers gives an incentive
to further effort and a feeling of unity of interest and comradeship
along the way. Tt is when a feeling of futility or of getting nowhere
catches the group that differences and lack of interest become magnified
and sabotage the job. What could have been a constructive suggestion for
added efficiency becomes criticism, diesention and an attitude of non-
confidence which is as contageous in a group ae the attitude of
satisfaction springe into being. The followers must have the thrill
of victory even more than the leader.
Surely the leader must have a sense o r knowing where he is going
anc why. Leading connotes being the first of the group to set foot
forward. Thie implies also that the leader has sold the others of the
group the idea. Whether the purpose arises from a situation, a need,
a dream, a conviction, the followers must be convinc'd of the feasibility
of success. The higher the moral aim or purpose and the greater the
ability of the leader to convey this to his followers to permit thorn
to 88 their mission as he sees it or as now disbelievers will see it
or ae history will review it the more inspired and loyal even to
fanaticism will be his followers.
Purposes may be a part of the cultural heritage. There may be
groups already established having an accepted statue but which must
select new leaders from time to time.
New purposes end aims may grow from group interactions or through
situations of pain and maladjustment when basic philosophies are felt
's , <3 : ' J « : , • 1
1
-
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to be inadequate for present needs and new icieee and aims occur. In
these transition period^ the group ie ready to hear new suggestions
and to try new practices based on new philosophy and different basic
ideas. The group is ready for a leader to arise who will lead the !
in new ways to eetabl sh new culture patterns.
Sometimes a leader’s personality constellation drewe others about
him. Ke hac the ability to rally others around him.
There is a concept that a teacher is a leader not only of the
students but also of the pupils' and studentc* parents. He is supposed
to have the proper values to transmit to the children and youth.
He must also be able to transmit knowledge and technique. By choice
of profession the teacher las through training a status of leadership.
In this role the teacher is to get across to the student all that ie
possible from the culture. The history as the group sees it, the
mathematics anc the sciences, what has bean dona and proved and accepted
is to bs acquired by the students as a part of the knowledge equipment
of our youth. n other words, the role of teacher is selective, a type,
for the teacher must bs one who reprscants the conservative views end
will teach what the grouo wants taught. The leadership is artificial
for they are loaders through profession. A real leadership opportunity
or teachers lies in enc uraging end perhaps inspiring some of the
youth under their personal attention to take steps after school days
are over to put their ideas to trial or to find coma of the answers
the teachers cannot supply. The teach» r plays r selective rele for
through her observation and judgment of ability, she encourages or
.
discourages. This ie often a determining start or squelching veto to
a youth's fine dream, indirectly they are leaders for from their
appraisal of a child doce he come to cee himself and do others come
to see him arul to evaluate his ability. Their's ie the ruthless weeding
biased by prejudices, snap judgments. Teachers unconeeiouely ere
swayed by manners, appearance and social standing of the child '
e
parents.
This, though indirect, ic & "actor in the origin of leaders sine© leaders
'
prestige and training effect the poise and authority and ability of
their leadership. Opportunity for education ie ono way to climb
socially. One may gain the prestige of a profession and the larger
income which entitles ono to a part of greater influence in the group or
the community, ' any times the selection ie node by the teacher*.
Tied up with purpose end enorgy is enthusiasm cs a quality
neceeeary for leedere. Tinthusiacra complements and increases the
attraction value of other personality traits or attributes. Sutbusiasm
1 b what illuminates the picture. It is the inrer cparlc that ignites
physical energy and makes any purpose worth the expenditure of
energy. It may carry others along the ?.*ey, inciting their ideas, loyalty
and action. It is the joie de vivre, that which gives pleasure
and thrill to the doing. nthueiacm i6 surely a social characteristic
and its origin is caught from others and to be fully realised it a-uet
be shared. It, like a stirring marching song, has a common language
in tone, rhythm, in spirit eo that while it is rationsl and is eung in
a foreign tongue it still convoys to all who hear an inner thrill
that causes an unconscious catching of the breath.

la.
A fueling of genuine friendliness ia needed in the relatione nip of
the leader and the group he leads. If eathusiasn and energy ore tha moving
forces that accomplish and the purpose that gives direction to the
doing* it is the feeling of friendliness and personal regard toward the
individuals that gives the relationship its heart, its core of hein..;.
Friendliness gives the relationship its worth, and its warmth. I hie
requirement though not ar- immediate test in the long run determines t t
value of the ie der for his followers. There isay be other traits that
attrect a following hut to endure, the spirit of kind affectionate
regt rd for the group ie essential to provide the food for the association.
It is from this bast® of the relationship that e quiet, sure, loyalty
springs. It is what gives a group an existence over years and past
face to face contact. It is the bond that ties a group together and
earns it when enthusiasm has waned and energy has been spent. For it is
true that a group-lsaderslflp relationship as veil as other human associ-
ations cannot always maintain the pace of high speed and exhilaration.
'f’he atitude of friendliness and the feeling of affection unites the
leader with those of his rroup. It gives the individual a worth whan the
leader is not too concerned with hie elm or lesion to b® interested in
the fealinge, welfere, ant: well-being of the group at the same time, so
that he gets to know bis group intimately.
Tho group must be able to trust the leader, they must be assured of
what he etands for. This will give the group a un ty or solicarlty
since the members of the rroup have a faith in the integrity of their
leader Find in the appropriateness of his acts. In other words, the
.t
.
.
'
i i\
leader aunt have a conscious vote of confidence of the group to be accepted
by them as a group. mhie gives the group a basis for security and a
dsf'ftition of ends and basic means. This works as the checks and
balances system in administration and it forces tho leader to -align
hie views and acts to meet the group's demands. Since the group may be
made up of members who are as well members of other groups the members
cannot devote as much time to becoming expert or as well-informed as they
expect the leader to be. Thus the tr.eirjbors must have confidence that
th'ir leaders are sincere and able. They must be able to accept on
faith beyond an opportunity to gather and test the data for themselves.
It is the duty of the leader to put the tine necessary into keeping
informed in hie field or his leadership vill bo challenged.
"o gain end hold the role of leader one must be able tc make
decisions quickly. He should make himself as well informed as possible
that Me background knowledge can permit him J o evaluate and choose between
different courses of action. The value of the group and the group's
effectiveness and confidence grows with the leader's ability to make
right decisions end ley plane of action. Ke must know the personalities
80
of the ir.e'rbere of the group that he can assign and delegate duties.
A
Fut always it is the leader who is responsible for his decisions and for
the effective accomplishment of the group's aims. The leader's manner
of making decisions is e factor. He must act decisively in dealing with
matters in th- group. There ere moments when it is to the leader's
advantage to admit that he is not sure of the outcome of e course of
fiction but that he thinks a given course would be a good idea to try.
*a$iljs
*
.
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"resident ^rarklir Roosevelt admitted that .st eh of hie program vas
experimental.
A leader should have intelligence or the ability to evaluate
& eituetion and through ineight rather than trial and error, plan
a nay of solving the problem. He must have a sense of proportion and
perceive the relationehip3. Insight is gained mainly, through
experience so that a leader is able to see s situation as s whole
with the relationship of the component feetore + hat go to make up
the situation, "lie ability to appraiss the aitnation also givee the
leader the key to proper timing pc that effort ray be conserved
and applied when it will be the most effective.
A leader is aidrd by the ability to show or tell others whet
he plans to do and how to go about it. More basically » if the
leader can show the led hoi? some attitudes are based on fallacies
he car sometimes overcome prejudices so th-
1
there will be less friction
within the group. If a leader can influence the action of a group
through change of attitude he i'-- surely a leader, a good manager of hie
group. r o must have held the confidence of the *r3Up. "ho group has
r^elly accepted a loader end his leadership when he c?n lead them to
ohan'a t^eir attitudes.
'’hare are many virtues that are cited as qualities desirable in
a leadership personality. Some works read like Sunday r'ckool t^xt
in an Intermediate department. *T hey list honesty, etrorgti] of
character, consideration for others* enu so on.
The army writes pep books on how to lead and they feature such
4i*
qualities as those of earnestness » self-control, justice, enthusiasm,
perseverance, tact, courage, faith, loyalty, ability, truthfulness,
honor, pride, and neatness as attributes that are desirable in officers.
In search of wbst characteristics Isadora h- vs that they seem
different from the followers wo are interested in discovering if the
leader? possess certain qualities to a greater degree than the followers,
hat makes them leaders? Studies have been made to isolate the qualities
1' ’ere have in common. There seer? to be so many discouraging exception©
to the isolated qualities segregated along the way that it leads one to
believe, at least if h® has the sociological point of view and
perspective, that these qualities are model qualities. read
biographies of men who have been regarded ar laeders and we look for
a common denominator to reduce them all to com on factors. ' & are
handicapped by the point of view of the biographer and by his purpose
in writing the biography. This purpose may be eons clous or it may
be unconscious . He picks a personality for a characteristic on which
he focuses attention wholly out of proportion. Here we find biographioe
written to whitewash or or: the other had to expose, to credit or to
discredit, to exploit the glamour of a person or a period, to incite
nationalistic pride through ths building of a her© personality, lire
find one leader energetic, robust and ruthless, ie find another
disabled and ascetic or disabled and courageously overcoming his
handicap, ’fcs find leaders who liked bsing with othert and we find
leaders who isolated themselves to study, experiment, create and who have
the recognition of superior ability.
(.
.
-
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\‘/e find lerders that led through direct contact with others, leaders
that galvanised the followers ? ith their presence and personality
aaoerdency. There is indirect 1 aderehip of the spoken, that reaches
the followers through the radio or is carried through many centuries
ns legend or printed word. There are leaders who exert their energy
for a moral cause, for a cause and in a .manner that the followers
and society benefit. As truly, the e are lenders of criminal gangs
whose aims are different and whose code of conduct and values are
radio lly different. Tie secret seems not to lie so much ir the individual
as the p ychologiete have thought in their atterpt to isolate
personality characteristics and patterns of correlated factors as in
the social situation. "Yuly, the leader must meet the requirements of
the group he leads. The leader’s ba~ic values r-uet coordinate with
the group’s and his aims and goals must be supported by the group
for the relationship to exist and to have any duration at all.
There must be a basic agroament as to the manner of attaining goals.
True, there my be minor differences of opinion as to policy; but
the group shares a co/smon statue and pieys its role in a cur tosi&ry,
habitual way. Ths group serves as an institution or medium—an entity
—
through which the follower and leader identify themselves. The group
and leader share a common culture, and a co on language, even to a
co/amon jargon. There are meetings of the minds through like experiences.
It is time the stereotyped idea of leadership thrt connotes virtues as aiajje
of leaders end virtuous methods as being the leader’s way of leading be
corrected. Business leadere see> the po-er of consolidation so that
'
their control over supply will be greater* pure maing powerful increase,
c io/inx power will rrow till they have at their discretion the
distribution of product to yield greatest profit. In answer to this
situation workers -'hare a coat: or plight, a similar attitude toward
aauaa parent
,
and they congeal into groups to wield » power to balance
that of the ones who employ them. Both groups have their leaders who plan
to use the power of their groups to gain their »ndc.
These are personal!! r factors selected by *> psychologist as
bein? critical in the creation of leaders: vitality, alertness and pep,
attractiveness, the leader should loch the part to sell a bill of goods,
emotionality, the leader should be able to understand the group, there
should be s common uniting perspective, cordiality, mentality,
spirituality, sincerity, audacity, detensinatlon, individuality,
imagination to give the leader the gift of expression and the necessary
humor. The psychologist feels that the loader should develop habits
of leadership such as manner of meeting associates and manner of
directing.^
Factors of personality or of character or ability or salesmanship
may bo determining qualities in the selection of leaders.
Sone leaders inherit their leadership role either through the
family's role socially or materially.
1. Tralle, Henry Sdvard, ‘'Psychology of Leadership *
'.
*
In ft study mad e by Bernice L. Neugarten to determine ho? end
to what extent social status affected children '? social develop .-it
tbs find ’age ere most interesting and their suggestion end implication
are important*' * The children in the study sere from grades five and
si* and fro® ten and eleven. The place of the study was set in e
middle*'-stern town who*?© population consisted o~ no orientals nor
negroes. Ninety per cent of th© population v/ae native born. There
were email Norwegian and Polish groups ir. the con $nity.
"i-e cojtiimity was divided into "‘va arbitrary clast statue
groups using Keelth, lineage, profession or occupation, recognition
in political or church groups, income and section of the town in
which the family lived as critoria of status placement.
A;, instruments in th© study eh© used Moreno’s soeiosietric test
with com.'- modifications combined with an adaptation of Hartshorns' s and
“ ay's 'fuses-' ho ie*i "lie test consisted of e group of short
statements followed by blanks which the student filled in with the name
of his class mate who most nearly fitted the description* The questions
were reared J o find who the student varied to play with ano. have for
friends if they could pick anybody from ike v hole class. There was a
section to produce data on the part reputation played in choice of
friends that covered and included items on appearance, popularity,
leadership, manners, good sportsmanship, and fun to play with.
2. |, eup ?rten, Bernice h.
,
"Social Class and friendship among School
Children", American Journal of f jciolo ~y , January, 1946,
.pagesYol. L“ No. 4 305-113.
\
The findings for the younger group on the "best friend"
selection were in the statue group in which the child belonged. The
lowest status group disliked the highest most and visa versa. There
was a strong relationship between the friendship choice and the
social status or position of the family. There was a pronounced
coordination between the favorable items and the high social status
and on the other hand the unfavorable items were associated and connected
with low status.
The study shows that by the time the child reaches the fifth grade
the child from the lower class status has a more difficult problem
to adjust and his chance of being selected to fill any role of
leadership or prestige is practically non-existent. vor the child
finds "that the social distance through class status carries with it
a restriction in the opportunity for being selected as a leader
in a school situation and the child makes the adjustment viewing
himself as others have seen him and regarding himself as they define
him to himself and set for him his position.
It is clearly seen that ! iss Neugarten catches the implication of
the teacher's part in establishing and solidifying this definition
for she says, "It is undoubtedly true that the teecher plays a central
role in influencing the opinions o'’ one child toward another". *
This is effected through the different behavior of the teacher toward
children of the lower class and her practice of discrimination
3 Op, cit . , page 313
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that follows the family's difference in reputation among the social
groups.
Helen M. Richardson and Nelson G. Hanawalt consciously determined
to interpret and evaluate the psychological tests they used with
greater attention to the finer meanings the words implied. They were
mainly interested in leadership in college and in adult life *
They assumed that the student who is a leader is more dominant than the
non-leader, that he is more confident, and sociable, ad that he is not
so introverted as is the follower, neither is he as nervous as the
average student or the follower. They set out to test their hypothesis
by trying to find what personality patterns determined leadership.
^hey made an arbitrary definition of what constituted leadership.
For them leadership had been determined by having been selected for
office in the student organizations. They assigned quantitative values to
the different offices according to the students' ranking of the
relative prestige or leadership quality involved. The group of leaders
w°re compared with the average Bernreuter scales for dominance, self-
sufficiency, and introversion and in Flanagan's derived factors of
self-confidence and sociability.
Then leaders' scor<e were compared with the scores of the non-
leaders i. All leaders were more dominant than the control group;
but the difference was not statistically significant between leaders
4. Richardson, Helen W.
,
Hanawalt, velson G., "Leadership as Related to
the p ernrr'uter Personality Neasures", Journal of Social Psychology
1943, 17, Pages 237-249.
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and non-leaders in self-sufficiency or sociability characteristics. The
leaders were below norms for introversion.
R. Jane Hamilton joined Nelson G. Hanawalt and Helen M. Richardson
in their study of the relationships between the Bernreuter scores and
5.
leadership personality traits. In this test they attempted to
select the most discriminatory items between the leaders ana the non-
leaders' group scores. On which items were there the greatest
divergence between the subject group and the control
,
they asked
themselves. Also they attempted to analyze the traits that they
isolated and to see if they could explain what contributed to the
difference in the responses. By using Guilford and Guilford factor
analysis of the introversion-extroversion scale that they had drawn
together from several tests they discovered that eighteen group factors
were isolated. The four most important were:
1. a tendency to fear environment
2. an emotional sensitiveness to the environment
3. impulsiveness
4. interest in self.
They set to find the most discriminatory as to self-sufficiency,
introversion-extroversion, dominance and sociability. Non-leaders
tended to use the "?" response more often than the leaders indicating
5.
Hanawalt
,
Nelson G., Richardson, Helen M. and Hamilton, R. Jane,
"Leadership as Related to Bernreuter Personality Measures "I, An Item
Analysis of Response of College Leaders and Non- leaders* Journal of
Applied Psychology . Vol. 28, pages 308-317 (August 1944).
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that the leaders were more decisive.
Dominance was by far the most discriminatory factor. Leaders
exceeded non-1 aderer in the self-sufficiency scale in ten out of twelve
items indicating that the leaders rely more on themselves and require
less direction. However, the non-leaders exceed the leaders in the
sociability six times out of twelve.
?«!any of the questions were self evaluative such as
,
"Do you usually try to take added responsibilities on yourself?"
Leaders showed more extroverted answers. If George F. bead's
theory of seeing yourself as others see you holds, then the personal
evaluation would coincide with the group evaluation of the individual.
The final result showed that dominance, extroversion, emotional,
balance and self confidence, to be most significant. Self sufficiancy
proved less discriminatory and in the sociability category there was
no difference in the responses of the two groups.
A further study was made in the differences between leaders and
non-leaders.®* Definition of leadership again was participation
in extracurricular activities and the method of assigning relative
value was used, "he experiment consisted of assigning a task of letter
sorting, '"he student was informed as to his score after each practice
period with no knowledge of hie relative speed as compared with other
subjects. The purpose of the test had not been explained. At the
end of the second try the subject was asked to estimate his score
on the next trial. The level of aspiration was measured by
6% Hanawalt, Nelson G., Hamilton, Carol 3., and 1 orris, if. Louise, "Level of
Aspiration in College leaders and Nonl^aders, "four , of Abnor . and Soc. hey
v o 1 . 'h oage e 4
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subtracting his avers o prediction and his median performance
rat eg for previous practice* The average of the aspiration was
found significantly higher in the leaders’ set. Herover, it aeote
to ae that an abstracted mechanical test given with no purpose vas
a rather inadequate way o* cetarKining aspireV on. • Also in a
situation in which there is no group interact lor or chance for
comparison the normal competit Ire situation i? eliminated. They
concluded that the leaders had spore self corfidence than the non leaders
and the** they were store willing to take on responsibilities. It see&e,
however, that a wise leader would need to know more factors of & situation
before be risked taking r©ceonsibilit i ee . It seems more a judgment of
taking a risk tantamount to a gamble.
In viewing Friedrich 'A otgscbe'r superrac for qualities of
leadership vs find that he has not about him the divine, but on the
other hand he is earthy, he ip violent, hard, cold, fearlesc, and
uninhibited by public opinion. The Superman must have a Yill-to
7
power 1 * and the leader will always be trying to get ahead of others
for who**- he has no concern, love, mercy, nor ch-rity. This 1< rider
he.s rover, fear-inspirin ruthleesneee, he in er.jer for enemiee end
their resistance and he ie eager for glory. He has a super-abundance
of energy and vitality and hardness of body end manner.
7 vfet cache, Yiedrieh
,
'"bur 'peke £crat bustra ,page 125
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Tr. vietzeche's concept e loader, a suprmen carbines both good and
bad elements*
A rood potential leader is found to b© interested in people
ee may be shown in participation in church, hobby groups and
clubs*
r
'v. rmallties of leadership there i« an article in Tle^sweeh
- r
. Pratt, c retired officer froa the United
Stele* *>vy,thr.t lists characteristics of leaders ess eble
administratorship ability, orrsnizinr skill, popularity, decisiveness,
fighting courage, responsibility, self confidence, sense of values
and proportion, imagination and flexibility.®
*
An example of the libers! use of the concept of leadership and
its intangible ©ualitiee is found in the art ‘ el© in Thf - Saturday
Peyi e;.v of Pi t erat are written by Horry J* Carmen, entitled, "The
? hiring of Leadership'S in which he lists as cuslitiee of leadership:
9hno^l 'dre, imagination, * y\ morality.
In *A Plan for Catholic Lay Leadership” in the Catholi c fforlc
such cualitiee as initiative, vision, prudence, tact, ability to
cooperate vith others, organising and administrating ability, knowledge,
moral, integrity, ability to take orders from superiors, responsibility,
£• Pratt, -.mi. V., ‘'Leadership Will Be an 'ponderable Factor in
Allied "r’va.sion of furope"
,
Newgv;eek , Voi. >1, i'o. 26, pegs 30.
9. Orman, H-. rry J*, “The deicing of Leadership”, The Saturday
Review of Literature * Vol. Z
,
Ho. 38, pages 9-11 {Cept. 1C, 1944)
"
loyalty, humility and a sense of humor are listed.*^*
%iory S. Bogardue sets up the following personality dualities
of leadership: energy tkrourh which one may si the adve tagee of
thoroughness, endurance, persistence, courage, versatility: intelligence
which aide the leader 1.- rough the steps of observation and
interrogation, vision and prevision* reflection arc. reasoning; both
i
physical and social character are listed as giving the leader a
sincerity and dependability, a sympathy arc identification, a loyalty
to principle end finally s faith j through inhibition e. leader gains his
poise and control and through the qualities of tact and humor ho attains
a sense of proportion and develops v. system end organisation. lj*
In summary it v, raid sees: that the qualities of leadership are
relative to the group or individual led and the situation or occ^aion
that calls out a leader. Leaders trill not be Ideally endowed
all the advantageous qualities necessary and there will be degrees
of perfection and leadership. *-Tov.ever sozne cheract eristics that
ere found more or less ccramonly in all leadership situations would
be physical energy
,
eat 'luslasss, confidence, an affective mesne of
publicity, and organising and administratorship skill. Charles "ird
culled *?9 traits from opnroximet sly twenty experiments or inquiries.
10. "A Plan for C tholic Lay Leadership’*, C&thollc - arid , Vol. 159,
pages 546-551.
11 nogerdus
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He found surprisingly little overlapping* High intelligence v.ee mentions*
in itr. lists, a sea' e of humor and ixtot^verelon are found in five list*,
relf-conf dene®, sympathy, enthusiasm and fairness occurs in four lists,
course- , originality, self-reliance, and tactfulness are listed in three
studies, tygrestivenesr » ascendancy, dignity, friendliness, honesty,
justice, reliability, self-control, eociafclenere, talk •.tivenoss and
vigorousness appear twice.
Since there is so little overlapping it would lead us to believe
that the common denominator of leadership lies in the situation and
occasion and the group rather than a common general concept.
1?. Bird, Charles, Social Psyc!
/
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CHAPTER IT
The Srigin of Leadership
o ar<- interested in the origin of leaders. want to know how
they came to be leaders rather than followers.
I. “"he Leader by Birth
> ny thirk that leaders are bom. one attribute the
personality characteristics, abilities -r;d the talents of the leaders
to their heridity. There is the view rooter’ in oeyeholegy and growing
out of the findings of biology that leaders inherit their traits of
ascendancy, their endurance and their teorperamert that cause them to
influence the lives of others, ""his view war riven epeciel impetus
through the influence of Darwin anti hie followers who have transplanted
s *
his findings into the field of sociology ttr.d given them social ini-
plications. The tendency has been to look for the physical and
intellectual endowments to continue in a family line end to evolve
according to Darwin's hypothesis toward superiority and continuing
sdent ability. There arc many cases cited of the superiority of
geniuees due to eugenics. There it e widespread idea that ’’blood
will tell". The musical ability found in several generations of the
«e
Bach family ic used as an illustration. herein lay its origin end
where did it go? id its source lie in nature or in nurture?
12
riedrich Nietzsche's f’Great men are necessary, the age in which
13. ’’ictzsche,
,
The ,nrillght of the Idols , Ch. 44.
..
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they occur is a setter of char.c©’* Indicates his conviction that
leaders were born with the sense and ability of leadership. He
ttacked the idea of environment playing a determining part in the rise
and shaping of leader or the course of hist or:'. Sontrarily, he believed
that it vu>s the leader that, set and del err.ired the course of the peoples'
actions
.
A. ’net inct -motivational interpretation
Some psychologists are given to explaining leadership motivationally
,
They attribute the dominant "it” of leadership personality to an
ascendant instinct or a const all&tior: of instincts. The acquisitive
instinct may, they believe, iK»pel a leader to a place of dominance as
a aeptto of securing greater material poeressiore or power in a competitive
society. They interpret the group consciousness of the followers as
being an expression of the gregarious instinct. In spit© of the fact
that they recognise that environment plays a part in shaping the per-
sonalities of the individuals, their laaln id©? and conviction is that
leadership is still an inherent quality-temperament instinct or ability
that unfolds as the individual matures.
1. Subconscious
Some psychologists of the genet? c school attribute great importance
to the subconscious in shaping and motivating conduct. These
subconscious motivators ere instincts that ee*vk to gain expression by
passing the threshold of consciousness. If this is not socially
perr.iscable the instinct may be exp' essed in e sublimated forn; that is
socially ap roved. So f leader's fueling of protection toward his>
.
. .
.
'
.
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followers may according to the Treadles school of psychology s a
sublimated forts of expression motivated by the ssx drive or instinct.
II. Leadership through Training
There is the recognition a emphasis in many sources of the grooming
process as being the determining factor in leadership creation.
A. Parents
Many incidents ore cited to illustrate the power of a mother
or father to inspire in their child an ambition that prepares the youth
for leadership • Tholes Tdieon was rent home fro® school by his tetcher
as being too stupid to remain in class. Hie mother taught and encouraged
him. She vm& able to see .more in her son than the teacher who evaluated
his ability by her unimaginative standard of Judgment that required
conformity to the school routine and absorption of the grade material.
B . Teachers
Sometimes it is the teacher who recognises in the child or
youth promising personality characteristics or interests or talents
and taker a personal interest in • dvanning him. The te cber can buila in
the child a self-confidence. She can direct hip further training; she
may suggest worthwhile outside reading that eatehes his imagination and
inspires him. The toaehor nay edvise the child in his problems and
shew him how to reason, how to know what factors are important and how
to utilise the advantages in the situation, She can foster in the
youth the thirst, the eagerness for knowledge, the appreciation for the
fine and wholesome things. She may give the youth wise vocational
guidance and create or foster in him an enthusiasm for a subject, a
i I
.
.
.
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career* a cause that carries hir. to success and drawe others to him.
C • V.’ifc
fom times it ir the ad fa who encourages and inspires her
husband. A leader is handicapped if bit? home does not provide the
ra- creating serenity to prepare him for the next day* The smoothly-
managed home prov dee the quiet atmosphere for the husband to rest. A
wife who has prids and confidence in her husband and can mele wise
suggest lore, a wife who can listen while he talk? over the problems* the
rdvances ef the day, serves to help him clarify in hie nind the mean?
of gaining his desired ends. There -may be an ambitious wife who urges
her husbend on, on© v.ho uirects him—a personality like Lady hacbeth
or other powers behind scenes snd thrones—'%ho are the real leaders.
A wife who ie all© to move graciously in social gathering® sad can
entertain influential people effectively is often the determinin',; factor
in hir Lusbpuc. being selected for advancement, ’.van negatively a wife
may spur or drive her husband up by demanding sser© income or a higher
status.
III. The Leader through Statue
A. Governing position
The factor of custom is e©an in the leadership role affected
through habitual practice. If it has been customary in a culture for
headship to proceed through a family line then the civic head ie born
into leadership status ae is a monarch. The peoole of the society
accept the leader’s rale as they accept the coin of the realm for
exchange ae any other institution or factor of their culture, not

because it ie beet but because it is familiar 9 customary, and not to be
questioned. Their reaction to the office is transferred to the office-
holder re a natural, social custom.
B. Fashionable Prestige Status
In social relot lonshipe of fashionable society J recognition
is still greatly a matter of family and ©specially is it seen in the
eastern to^nc and citiee. recognition into status at the top of the
social pyramid is gained through descent
,
the old stock thet traces
its genealog a Pilgrims or the Resolution on the on® hand
and through financial success end the power of wealth on the other.
Leadership in such situations is an. institution and the attitude toward
such stetus is ss truly transmitted as other factors of our culture.
C. Txpert -Ability Status
The origin ©f leadership or its source .nay lie in a
specialized ability or talent that gives one recognition strong others
of the field and possibly outside of hin field. Such rtatus may bo
gained through a doctor' c skill in diagnosis and treatment
,
a scientist's
precision, reasoning, and grasp of relationship and properties, ana the
author's or poet ’3 art and aptitude to observe, to understand his
fellorwen rnd their appreciations and experiences and to express them
with a nlcenoss of value and beauty that all who read feel through
sympathy the re&lnese of the character and problem and share them with
the writer; or egain It may be the orator's ability to sway a large
gathering whether it be political, religious, educational through
hie apt play upon ksy concepts of the group, hie technique of
.'
.
galvanising a group to action, l.hat in its turn is the souce of the
ability j whether it is inherent, inate or whether it is gained through
superior training or through the ambition, energy, enthusiasm,
perseverance or fortune
,
what calls it forth?
IV. Leadership through 'cession or Loader Origin in the Time of freed
There has been in this search for the intangible source end fount
of leadership a turning to the investigation of the supernatural, th®
inspirational part of a leadership attrsction. This has Lean the basic
theme of a book by Hone :;1ulop-S'iller entitled, 'Leaders, Dreamers and
Rebel—An Account of the Great laae-Ioveaents TTistery and the ish-
Drearns that Inspired Them". Ke eays on page 3s
Historical happenings are rooted in dreeme no less
than in the material and the ideal; and it is through
dreams alone that both bodily need and philosophical
cognition acquire that magical power which enables them
to lay a spell upon millions and to transform the aspect
of the world.
It is from such e * hreo-diraereional substance,
likewise that th© great ersonslities of history are
fashioned. Maybe the demands of hie sarthbound, bodily
self drive the rebel to revolt ; maybe it is an ideal
aim which inspires the 1~sder or tha visionary.
’’ith this perspective I r. ^lop^Millsr starts from the earliest
times and reviews the feers the primitive people bad of monsters and the
evil gods and spirits. This need th© people had for a release from this
anxiety led to the conception of a God. 3ut soon, however, there were
feare of the judgment of their God. And non the people craved
deliverance through repen+rnce until their God grew through their dec-ires
and needs to be a loving, merciful end kind God. The fears of
Chrietianity brought about the dr*:na of virtues and a set code of living.
....
’
.
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After this came the desire for Zoroaster’s “world of light” and leai&h’a
"new heaven and a new earth” and a Earning for a time whan perfect
harmony would prevail among nations and they 'shall beat thsir swords
into plough shares and their spears into pruning-books ; nation shall not
lift up sword against nation, neither shall they learn war any more.”
Tar. still feels inadequate and his need lords him to dream of a
saviour, a deliverer. Among t 0 great number of sects each believing in
a differeiit redeemer came a handful of folk, fishermen, workmen, in e.
province of the Roman ih.-spire, who said that the deliverer of <saa had
already come and that he had been the son of e carpenter in Galilee.
However, the convictions of this small non-in.luential band brought about
sxi : ve ' ee ir. be world. In fact it came to have enough importance
t vat we date a tiers era from the birth of Christ.
Preachers in the holy orders put thorns elvt s at the heads of the
dissatisfied multitudes and in the seventeenth century social rebeiliane
broke sway from religious fervor and in the ^rerch Revolution the mobs
broke away fro® partial changes in sooi’l levels and stated that,
"Lee horanee naissent- et demeurent egauz sn droits” in the first words
of the Declaration of the Rights of 1'an and the Citizen. A new ineight
in+o the r.echanical detonr^nism was likewise applied to all natural
phenomena and to all social happenings, these too were believed to have
their lews as well as the physical. The potent fear of the uncertainties
of pete no\ would be scattered by the ordered 5> rowledge. linowled;"©
would set them free from fear and permit them to control their lives.
Feople of these days were fascinated by the might and power of this
.Juco'A CtJ 0 cf • t; i
aons.no' i :» $no s *d cf ^ •? * * .to c* .felrc
"reagjn". Daring th© progress of the Revolution this grev, into a
fanaticism for abstractions . hie served to reduce all things to an
impersonal level. This widespread impersonality found tongue in
Robes viarre whose tone sms dogmatic cud d ct&torial. I-Iis motionless
fea+urss and the Lensione of his facial muscles and his expression
seemed to hypnotise thoee who heard and saw in these days of mob
gatherings end actions. He was a leader who conformed to and embodied
in his personality and belief the innermost spirit of the revolution of
abstract reason with hie few needs and no friends.
Out of the n neteenth century ceme liberalism with its liberal
conception of the state and all e^eonofaic and social reletionships . Now
the orim© concern was in the effect upon the individual huie&n beings.
Adam tmith in his ' earth of Nat ions wee concerned vith the effect
upon the individual's wish for gain from production and exchange of
goods. To fulfil the demand for the "greatest happiness of the greatest
numbers" became the aim of the people in shaping and r ting legislation,
in government administration andjpolicy formation, in religion, eno in
education. In the first decades there was great economic expansion end
in the development of capital under free competition at least to all
outv.erc r-ppeararces. fet at the Mate time machinery made a generation
of Burcrfluoue mev end women through the multiple production of goods..
Pevolts arose against the practice of exploiting the ft ctory workers
whose hours were long, working conditions poor rnd psy inadequate. Theee
groups had their lerdere who could define to the workers aims of
improvement ?nc lay plane of action to thwart the power of the producers.
.'
.
.
Machinery had created t»o opposing claeess of people, the employers
end the employed. Into this situation and setting came Karl Uarx, a
homeless wanderer, rubbln" shoulders with there in misery. Influenced
by Kegel's Philosophy, I'arx devoted Ms life to stirring his felloes
from their difficulties through his enphasis of the masses and their
worth.
The next err brought about the revolt from reason, the irrational
wish for a destiny, fortune through the conviction in superiority and
p -?Mtion for sup.rofr.acy, politically, nilitariollv
,
economically.
Sir George Ivacl unr. emphasised in his book. Leaderchip through the
Agree ,t ha vitei f: ctor the occasion plays in the calling forth of leaders.
First he claimed, there h* d to be e reed for a leader. The situation
often plays s selectin' >ert in the grooming cf leader®. Factors of time
and place s^she a personality appropriate. A vied president may r-iep
into » leadership role through the d ath of the president. A prospective
leader's class, hie conviction may or nay not find favor in the group
accord'?!" to the situation and the problem, in an hour of need or
critic it nay be the person who has a ready plan euid hie aseurity in
proposing it. There is the personal factor of the power a leader may
yield by virtue of his relationship with others of the group and his
ability +o rrresp the group’s need and capitalize upon it. He must
seise the opportunity of the moment. In this eitu&tion it is the t st
of a leader whether he maintains hia statue of leeder. He must produce
results in order to suste'n hie followin'' or ho roust convince the group
t*" t h^ has duced rcouit8 or progress toward the ;oals i« has re -'
.'
,
and that ha ie about to solve the problem*
Y. Summary
w'e have found many different views expleintng the origin of leaders.
Some think that a leader is born endowed with the characteristics and
inclinations that are required. A leader ie predestined to lead through
hie native characteristic®, hie abilities or talents. Others of the
group who believe that leaders are born tCsf CTe convinced that
the secret lies in the leader being blessed with exceptionally impelling
irst nc*s. For example one .right attribute f scientist 'e place of
leadership to the unusual trait of curiosity th .ft carries him beyond
one vith only an average Interest in natural phenomena in the atbering,
understanding or manipulation of the data.
Some psychologists think that we are otivated from the depth
of the subconscious. Society defines what rmy be expressed in the
conscious doings and sayings* If an Instinct cannot find outlet in
socially ap roved action it ay become disguised to pass into con-
scious behavior. It tray be sublimated into s socially accepted and
appreciated conduct. If this is brought ; about the individual can utilise
this subconscious source of motivation with much physical energy that
would have been inhibited and a source of conflict had this sublimation
rot occurred.
On the other hard many educators and churchman feel that leadership
ie brought about through training. They are convinced that parents or
teachers take a small child who is horn with the ability to act but
that he ie plastic. I'roa the environment, and especially from the

personalities that surround h.i& he acquires definitions of values,
attitudes* beliefs* and is trained in accept ijelepodes of behavior. It
is the personalities by which the plastic nature of the child is in-
fluenced that determines the values and codes end attitudes he will have
It is believed that if these ere appropriate to the group in which one
has contact he in turn leads them as he is bein'?' led. In this relation-
ship the parent, teacher, or wife who brings to fruit certain valuable
characteristics is also a leader*
it hag been illustrated in experiments that when ue build up
stereotype responses it quickens the responses, for example, we ire
able to respond to everyday situations through a sort of shorthand
habitual reaction, he don't have to knots a person intimately to have
. „ -v
& customary response ready. TV© knew to respond to the minister in one
* ay and to the butcher in an altogether different manner. It is through
this mechanism that v/e carry successfully our everyday contacts with
people. Certain offices dom'd rsspeet* deference, .ben one has
acquired such s position he falls heir to the attitude others hevs
toward hie position of office. Thus the religious head has leadertaip
role of oie office, the civic leader bolds leadership upon a different
level. The one who has money is regarded in a stereotyped -inner and
the scientist or specialist who has built a reputation in his field has
a status that he holds by right of ability.
'Tome fail to be impressed by these explanet ions of leadership
source end believe that the reed or occasion creates the leader. They
feel that when a group desires to be led they will search out one who
I
'.
must satisfy their needs. The 1 ader comes froi» the group or is stare
of the philosophy underlying it.
The approach that is made to leadership in all those cases in based
on the underlying scheme one accepts as the one that test explains the
source of human relationship snd the idea one has of what constitutes
the nature of be.sic human nature.
,• >
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CHAPTER in
TYF'Ei OF LEADERS AED LEADERSHIP
IVe oay classify leaders by their personality factors,
their manner of leading or the type of leadership relationship.
There are variants and combinations, there are border-line
differences. The classification is determined by the perspec-
tive and servos as a devise for describing the different
species of leadership and leaders and to give the subject a
system or organisation.
First we may mention the self-made leader. He is by
nature egoistic and usually autocratic. We may cite Napoleon
as an example of this type. He arose in a military situation
when there wa3 strong nationalistic feelings in France Y7hleh
he could satisfy with his personality and victories. The limita-
tion in this type of leadership lies in the insignifleant part
the whole group plays in t he relation to the leader, the
difficulties or impossibility for the wishes of the group to be
felt. Its advantage lies in the quality of the leader per-
sonality and in the unity of policy formation and practice.
The group relationship is defined by a rigid, well disciplined
organization wherein lies its efficiency.
Second there is the group-made leader. In thi3 relation-
ship the group selects its own leaders and invests them with
a status. They are chosen by the group for their personality
characteristics and their ability and thoir approprlatneas
-«
,
*
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for fulfilling the policy oi the group. Tills leadership
selection carries with it the confidence of the group. He has
Ms origin In the group he leads and is fully aware of the
groups policy, its si pilficanee, its ideologies, and its aims.
This Is a challengin'' relationship to meet the requirements of
the group and satisfy their faith and confidence in the leader 1 3
ability to effect an advance tent toward the group 1 s goals.
The advantage lies in the fact that the leader and the group
already have common objectives since the leader had his origin
in the group. Theleader’s job Is tohelp th© group attain its
objectives with the least amount of friction witMn the group
and to provide for the group the maximum sense of accomplish-
ment and progress toward their defined and recognized goals.
The limitation centers about the difficulty in that he must
continually satisfy the group and must be constantly delivering
results. Too, in this relationship there usually are within
the group members that have ambition and covet th© leader’s
status. In this relationship where there is no rigid organiza-
tion and levels of authority and responsibility there is not
the restriction of Individual freedom through enforced discip-
line and censorship of information} therefore criticism and
dissension or discord can arise arid may be fostered by those
desiring the leadership role.
Third there is the loader who is appointed by superiors
or boards of directors to head or manage or administer groups#
They are administratively responsible to their superiors for
the efficient functioning of the group they head and the
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results in raining the organization's objectives. As George
Herbert Head would have explained the position, the leader
“rust be able to imagine or see himself as a member of the
~roup he leads that he may understand their position, attitudes
and values. Also at the same time he must be able to take the
role in his mind of the directors and share their view point
and realize what their demands are. Thus it is easy to see
that there may be difficulty reconciling the two views and
sets of attitudes if there should be a divergence or one should
arise. It may be difficult to establish a feeling of common
purpose or interest within the group the leader heads. The
4J
that he has been superimposed upon the group may serve as a
barrier in his acceptance of the p$ he may have to over-
come the problem of winning the support and loyalty of the
group before he can advance. In some cases the group he is to
head is a temporary one in nature. It has been brought to-
gether to do a job, . a war. The leader faces the problem
of supplying people that are heterogeneous with a deep unity
of purpose or interest to give them a goal that is universally
desirable and finding a common attitude of tolerance that the
f*roup con work harmoniously together. It is a task of the
' rroup leader to create in the assembled personalities a group
consciousness, a realization that there is a common cau3© and
alvanize In the group a morale, lie mu3t prove to the group
that by advancing the group cause and serving the end3 it
stands for they are, at the same time, they arc most effectively
advancing themselves individually. The disadvantage with this
..
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relationship is that time is lost fostering a natural group
feeling and the group thereby lacks the background of custom
and habitual relationship that gives a group its stability.
It loses In the nature of Its artificiality. The leader is
superimposed rather than rising from the group by its choice.
The group lacks the common enthusiasm arid conviction. One may
divide leaders into two main classes: the leaders who dominate
by strength, be 3t of character, personality, prestige, or
position and on the other side those who are developed through
training to administer, to note the individual talents of the
members of the group and to direct them, to give them
opportunity to use their apptitudes to increase the effective-
ness of the group and the power of the organization through
efficient integration o; ability for the group welfare.
Emory S. Bogardus sets up five main classifications or
types of leadership In his book Leaders and Leadership .
First there is the division on the grounds of whether the
loaders -ip is direct or Indirect. The direct Is t bo personal
face- co-face relationship /I: the loader and t ie -roup. The
indirect Is found when the leader that sets forces in motion
that in turn influence the lives of people. Such a leader
v/ould be an inventor whose Invention would bring about in the
society changes in attitudes, values, customs. For example
through the Invention of the automobile the conception of the
society* a comprehension of distance and tiiae space is altered
5Tew social problems arise that demand a cooperative group
action. The indirect influence nay be brought about by an
e
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author who approaches an old institution in a new ligjit or
through satire will hold up a stereotype class, group, or race
so that people can see in the character attributes that are
novel and their attitude toward the institution, race, class or
group is brought out for conscious inspection and perhaps
revision* It my be the philosopher who influences the lives
of many people by establishing a new study, or science or modifies
the precepts of an old one by hi3 new method of reasoning.
Second he lists the leadership that is based on the puri)os^
for which the leadership is directed* This nay be partisan on
the one hand or scientific on the other* The partisan leader
is one who acts in behalf of someone or something . His
approach is to sell Hie doctrine or cause or business or project!
to others to extend the group and Its numbers and powers* He
magnifies the good points of his scheme or pdllcy. He points
out the advantage of the policy or method to win support to Ms
side. He also minimizes the attractiveness of an opposing
group, policy, or, technique and draws attention to all its
weak points to lessen the power of the opposition through
winning some to turn and support him or to win new recruits to
his side. The scientific leader is not interested in gaining
1
support of mere numbers. His interest lies in building up
principles. The type of recognition he appreciates Is from the
experts in his own field whose opinion lie values and prizes.
His loyalty is to the scientific method and to exactness and
precision. His satisfaction lies in hitting upon a fruitful
hypothesis and he takas pride in his pr eel si on in experimenting
,4
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and testing it
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In his next categories Bogardus groups the Social Leader,
the Mental Leader am the Executive, He means by the social loader
the hero leader of the group. This might be a singer such as
Prank Sinatra who fill the groups’ need for glamour and
symbolizes for them t he tops in ability, personality, or appear-
ance. They provide for the group an ideal to whom the group can
pay homage, that it can worship, can copy and venerate. The
mental 3„eader works in seclus5„on. He deals in ideas rather than
with people. Both the mental and social lead©!’ must satisfy
their respective grouts. The specialized group will select its
leader who meets the need of the group. It is the mental
ability of the leader that an erudite group will appreciate.
SJiE work must stand the test of many able men who judge his
for’ , study, experiments or doctrines impersonally. They are
not swayed by the personality of the mental leader but it is
the result of Ms study that they analyze and criticize and
judge. But the social leader gains support through the magnetic
power of his personality, his conversation, oratory through
personal contact with groups the size of which ha3 been extended
through the use of the radio and the movies. He becomes popu-
larized and then all his doings become public property and he
must continue to be publicized that he nay maintain his place
of ascendency as long as possible. The span of leadership of
the social as compared with the leadership of tne mental leader
is of much shorter duration. After the public lias been satis-
fied with the glamour the social leader has given “then they are
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ready to pass on to a new personality which they idolise# 3ut
the works of the mental leader continue through the years to be
read and reread and continually studied by succeeding generations
as sources# In this group the executive must combine the
daracteristica of the social and the cental as well. He must
have a personality that attracts and the mental ability to
evaluate situations quickly and to act upon decisions spontan-
eously# Ills social attraction has an its publicizer the
recordings of his success and is not the glamourized type# Hi#
advance and permanency of status depends on his ability to
exorcise all his nental facilities behind the scenes to lay
plane that are well-reasoned and to plan as v/ell methods of
procedure#
The next group of leader types are segregated through
having in common a governing leadership even though the methods
of governing differs. These are the autocratic leadex-s, the
paternalistic leader and the democratic leader. The autocratic
leader superimposes his will upon the group# His is a dominating j
leadership. His organization has rigid levels and strict
discipline. The place of each person in the group is defined
b*r his position and status# Likewise the duties are imposed
from above and maintained by the superiors down through each
level# Policy is formed at the top and instructions thereafter
flow from above.
The paternalistic leader considers the v/elfare of the group
and takes the responsibility of leadership# he is like a
father in that the welfare of -die group is his prime concern#
\f *
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He is kind, if authoritarian. The group can feel the 3trength
of the leadars but they are aware that he has their interests at
heart. This type of leader is usually surrounded by a group
of counselors who are informed of the social conditions and
make studies and suggest policy to the leader. The group pays
a good paternalistic leader homage and respect. However, the
group is dependent on the paternalistic leader as it is upon
the autocratic leader.
The democratic leader is selected by the majority of the
group. Their is the basic assuption that people are equal and
should share rights equally and have the opportunity to equal
expression. The rights of the people of the group are protected
by regularized procedure and assured by checks on individual
power. There are channels of complaints and opportunity for
hearings. The policy is flexible and sensitive to the feelings
of the people. There is freedom of expression and interests
can be heard relative to their power.
In the next grouping of leader types Mr, Bogardus sets
forth the prophet and the saint and these hold their leadership
through authority and example. The prophet is one who assures
e group that have both fears and faith and belief in the power
of the supernatural. The people need their fears allayed. The
prophet who has about him the air of assurance, conviction, and
mystery can utter imponderable predictions and the group is
comforted, renewed, and ready to bear with the knowledge that
there will be some great good come of their believing that soon
will change for the better,
ihings
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The saint on the other hand leads byexaiple and -..any
times it takes many years before his worth is appreciated.
Sometimes it does not occur until after his dearh and it is
then that his leadership spreads through 3 torten of his deeds
of kindness, of sacrifice and of the mystery of his life, and
his persecution. One who dedicates his life to the bettering
of the lot of the poor or the unfortunates. Oftentimes the
full sifnificance of what he is trying to do is lost on the
people he serves andis&ny times they are unwilling to be helped
for they cannot understand what it is they are expected to
change for. The saint leads through the symbolism of his life
and of his deeds.
The last division stated is that of expert and boos. The
exrert leads because he has a superior skill, -none adequate
knowledge, or specialized perfection wi thing a chosen field#
The boss is the extrovert who plays on human feelings
and ?/eaknesses. He of all the types is most stereotyped and it
is upon him that such of the workers animosity is projected.
The leadership of the bos3 is more efficient if the workers
under him can respect him and feel that his ability justly
entitles him to hold that status. Too, the connotation to the
leadership of a boss when it 13 associated with city machine
rovernment is one of disrespect. However, the boss wields
a power and it is not the question of honor but of
leadership.
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The processes of Feeding
Suggestion may be ueeu either directly or indirectly to enhance the
position of the leader without offending the followers. There is the
dignity of office, the inaccessibility of the leader, uniforms, or
titles, all subtle suggestions of the position of the leader the
response due to hie station. Cnee the statue of the leader is really
established within the group his unaffected simplicity and naturalness
is often a more subtle raecns of maintaining his leadership than
drama and pomp for his status is the result of a more natural relation-
ship since he is regarded by the group as one of them. A leader often
gains more vith a minimum of friction if ho gradually prepares the
group for s. change. When the feeling is not strained, a suggestion
is effective where a d .rect ploa before the group was ready for a
change would create much resentment and difference of opinion.
The i ader must have the "feel for his group". As Goorge H.
1'ead thought he must be able to see himself sb the group sees him.
Rumors are a device to test the atmosphere. They are used in politics
to draw out into expression the attitudes of the groups before policy
is formed and put into effect that may be unpopular and lose for the
leader the confidence and support of the group.
Sometimes suggestion is made to influential members of the group
who serve to spread and sponsor the idea neturally and win support
through the group without inciting antagonism.
,•
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Suggestion is a valuable method of conveying h view or idea to the
group. It ie used most often when there is no coercion to maintain the
group or the leader in his position. In this situation the l3edor is
more intoreeted in advancing an idea or effecting improvements than
in promoting himself. His leadership is democratic. He feels equal
to the members of the group rather than superior to them. e might well
illustrate this means of leadership technique in a mors concrete
situation. A minister in a large-town community is keenly conscious of
the need for playground supervision during the summer when many summer
tourists swell the population of the summer resort town with increased
numbers and congest traffic in their sightseeing. The children ere on
vacation from school, the scouts and other activities that keep the
children occupied after school in the fall and winter have suspended
their programs till after Labor Day. gather ic fine. Children are
turned out-of-doors to make their own recreation. The minister sees the
need. rre knows that if certain community conroi-tees or groups of his
church could be awakened to the problem they cooperatively could overcome
the difficulty. His method of approach is to state the difficulty
as he sees it and to suggest some possible means of overcoming it.
He, however, leaves the deciding to the group.
hen the leader's status i6 assured in the group and in the
cocjflunity and his influence widens it ie often the result of imitation.
This influence is mainly on the surface with li+ile realization on the
part o' the group of its basic meaning, or of the group’s purpose or
objective. Hecplo join the group to gain the prestige that is associated
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within the community. The group has a status value. This may be seon
in children's groups. The child wants to have toys that would give him
recognition within hie group and prestige among the confederates as a
whole. During adolescence there ie much imitation of a leader v.ao catcher
the aumiration of the group. It may be a movie star, a band 1eater, or
en athletic hero. The youth dress to imitate their ideal. They mimic hia
actions to gain acceptance in the corner arug store clique. One who is
daring or blase about his dress and behavior sften sets the style and
pace.
A long-used method of influencing a group is exhortation. This ie
used mainly in religion* education and politics. This method is used to
persuade othere through enthusiasm to a cause or action. This is only
a small part of leading since the enthusiasm is short-lived unless it
ie followed and sustained by concrete practical means of attaining the
inspiring goals. If this is not done the oratory is reduced to the
"do as I say but not as J do" preaching. The fee© to face directness
is the retbed's advantage since it gives the group a chance to feel the
personality of a leader in associations in which the relationship of
group to the leader is impersonal. On the other hand it may find
common usage in the personal family relations ip in which the parents
are ambitious for their children. This exhortation often is the
parents' way of getting the child to be more serious about hie homework
or chores and to develop in him desirable habits. It may often start*
"Kov when I was a boy, I had to work-— ".
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Persuasion by argument can serve to give a group a consolidation
or, if not expertly guided, c?n accentuate th® differences. This is an
effective means of bringing objections and opinions into th® open.
It provides an opportunity to discuss th© merits of the facte and
opinions and serves as a basis for formulating courses of action.
However, to influence, thus, the leader must be a keen roasonsr end
a good salesman. Persuasion bj argument may be used in a large group
in vtiiich there is not the give ana take of argument but the speech in
which a politician speaks to many in large auditoriums and over radio
net'*orss. He must antagonize as few as possible. He must sound logical
and convincing. Ho attacks the opposition on generalities. If his
audience shares common attitudes and ideals he is sure to convince thorn
of his appreciation for them and assure the listeners he will elisinate
waste.
Publicity is used to gain support. All shades and varieties of
the art and psychology of propaganda techniques are brought into
play. Publicity as s. precise means of focusing the attention of
the followers on xhe problem, as the leader sees it, may be used; but
there 1 b the risk that the followers lack the knowledge, evidence, or
realization of the factors of the situation to face the issue until
they become aware of the problem through pain of maladjustments . only
when the group realizes the existence of an ieeue do they desire .infor-
mation a6 to the facte and views and suggestions ae to proposed courses
of action.
In a email face to face group in which the leader is known
.•
personally the folio ers there is the support he gains through the
group’s loyalty and its feeling that they know him so well that they
give hi:a support as they do respect and friendship,
\ leader gets aupport if he can make real for the group the
situation in which they feel there ie a common problem to meet ss a
group. If this feeling of unity of interact ie strong enough the group
will be conscious of the need for group cooperrtion and subject personal
prejudices to examination and to attempt to keep them from harming
the position of the group or coasraunity.
The symbol of the leader transcends the mall face to face group
and contemporary relationship and carries to those who claim the
relationship of follower a guide, an inspiration, a tradition to keep
and foster. This may be true of a religious leader such as Christ,
or a saint, it may be true of a national or military hero whose
bravery is legendary or it may be one who has the romance of
tradition or adventure associated with him or her be he or she an
ancestor or a contemporary. There must be a means of publicity through
which one can feel the strength of the personality. It may be the
theologian who describes the Diety and interprets Him to those who
listen to catch come explanation and inspiration. It may be the
ancestor whose portrait is given a place of honor in a family and
whose edventures are releted and embellished in the large family gathering
in which there ie a feeling of kinship. The following fooling whether
it is in acc ptance of a set of velues and aims of conduct, a pride in
the family or a country's tradition or the spontaneity of the school
50 .
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spirit ie experienced. It is the feeling of unity and group
participation with other* of the faith, family, country, or school.
This ia usually symbolised in a leader whose being, doings and life
is publicised in gossip or legend. A leader to play the father role
or a hero whoso life is and institution, one who has about him a flavor
of mystery, whose life i3 glamourous and adventuresome leads through
the possession of the qualities that he comes to symbolize for his
follower©. The requirement is for a leader who has enough human
characteristics to make him real and enough romance associated with
hi® to make him symbolic.
In this there ie the problem of split loyalty, especially when
the here ie not contemporary, and depend* on a contemporary to interpret
him to the group. The mixing of the characteristics of the
symbolic leader become projected into the contemporary leader. For
example, one’s loyalty to the religious hero is replaced by that of
the loyalty to the theologian who takes s leadership role in the Church
and in the community.
A direct authoritarian means of leading is found in a relationship
thst has its administration bristling with discipline because the purpose
cannot he gained through a flexible policy permitting freedom of action.
In this system one may draw precise administrative charts pyramid-
shaped with the lines of policy formed at the peak and carried cown the
steps by orders* The way or manner of appointing the leaderc at every
step is not to be here considered but there ie in every step the
relationship of superior to the. inferior. The one in the leader's
-'
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position in this plan is fully responsible for seeing that assignments
are carr'ed out* >To one along the line is to question the order but to
get it accomplished ; ith dispatch. In this situation the person holding
the position of leedsr is responsibl® for the functioning of all levels
under his, he, hovrever, holds the war* immediately beneath him responsible
for the processes on the next level. The leader delegates the task and
6ach in turn is held responsible for the performance. In this system the
superior has mesne of punishment i? th® letter of his lav? is not fully
obeyed. Through punishment discipline is maintained. Each person in a
smoothly-operating administrative system must hs-re hie specific part in
the whole relationship defined for him. end his function as well as his
tasks end duties should he within his ability to comprehend and to do
efractively.
Thus, with standardization and department® lizat ion of bureaus and
hierarchy the leaders or executives are left fr*® of routine duties to
devote their time to management. Thi* is true vhether the executive
hold® his poet in a lf.rga industry, government or army.
V/hen emergencies arise the leader must b® able to take commend of the
situation. This is a test of hie leadership and the type of organization
or relationship that he heade.
^’o’vever, there are different ways of giving orders* They may be
general and the process of producing the end result ie left to the one
who it to do the job or there may be constant supervision all along the
way. Orders should be given in such a way that resentment ien't invoked*
Ae in other leadership situations the leader muet make his wishes
clear *>nd to do this the words of command or instruction have to be

carefully selected so that they wean the same thing to the one who speaks
them as to the one taking the orders. Respect for the leader is reduced
if his inferiors feel the leader doesn’t have a clear understanding of
the situation and a plan laid either generally or specifically about what
each of the workers or members of the group is to do. It might be well
for ths leader to stay in the presence of the workers to see that they
have grasped the meaning of the order and started in accordance with
the leader's instruction end direction. It will help the leader to
learn through trial and experiment the most effective manner of giving
orders. The worker should have defined for him the limits of hie area
of initiative. Often it ie more profitable to have the process or choice
of technique left to the worker* for one familiar with the task can irs-
prove the system end it is to the group's advantage.
The tone used in giving orders is important for the xecutive'e
attitude toward the group is conveyed in hir manner of giving an order.
In all situations where there ie acceptance of the idea and the worth
of the individual the orders should be given courteously or at least
civilly. In a democratic group the members would not long endure a
high handed supercilious treatment from their leader. However, in an
authoritarian situation in which the idea that the leader is entitled to
support and obedience as a right orders ill be directed at the inferiors
who will jump to carry them out.
1^
"Good leadership implies good manners," says Ordway Tead in
13. Tead, Ordway, The Art of Leadership
,
page 160.
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the Art of Lesderehir . Ideally this might be true; but there are some
group* that have a culture in which their attitude toward manners is
that they derote weakness. In groups of pre-ac’oleecent boys manners
aie the keystone of the sissy. There is much the same philosophy
behind groups that survive through the pressure of arms or violence
or threat of violence, be are often given to contributing to our
leader virtues end personality magnetism and a holy, just, or ambitious
purpose. Thie does not truly portray the true picture for outlaws as
truly have their leader, their code, their loyalty, and their
organization as does the army, a large corporation, a community, or
a School. Tie o'Hen attribute to the leader contradictory traits such
ae forcefulness and good manners, enthusiasm that carries with it the
connotation of abandon and control and deliberation i9 listed at the
same time as part of the leader's personality pattern. Perhaps these
contradictions find ground in our changing attitudes.
Icaybe it is due to the perspective of history to accentuate the
leaders who headed movements or countries that now have the statue of
recognition that leaders are the ones who sponsored the cause that we
think good, the leader on the right side factor. This unconscious
whitewash that seeme to be the liability of interpreting the past
is nevertheless a real factor in our attitudes. Perhaps this lack
of proportion is due to the too free play of imagination or the
lifeless review of facts that makes it impossible to catch the feel
of the lrading personalities of the past. Leaders of lost causes
were none the less leaders \ they influenced their followers. Too
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often the test of success or failure colors our selection of a leader-
ship personality.
The leaders give incentive and impetus through praise. The use of
praise anc blame in the group servos to define his attitude toward
aamare- of procedure. Thus a leader must see the group, the aims, the
plan of procedure ae a whole so that the relationship of the f? .tors have
their balance and that this balance is maintained through adjustment of
'
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elements of the situation. An efficient leader will keep hie personal
prejudices and favoritism# for members of the group ae limited as possible .
No matter what the group, the purpose, or manner of gaining it the leader
gains respect end loyal4
. y if the followers "“eel ha is fair in the dealing
with each of them. Reproof to keep the group in line should be tactfully
given privately. Followers will be encouraged to exert themselves raor©
if they know the leader appreciates their efforts and is happy at the
way they deliver. This means that the leader knows when praise is
warra- ted. If the organisation is too large for a face-to-face touch
between the leader and rjeeiberc of the group art’ their individual part in
it, some means of evaluating and recording the work done, the assignments
made and the progressive steps toward the goal. The leader suet bnov
ho?, to praise a worthy timber or section or division, ’’e must b© sincere
in his appreciat on yet the men should be encouraged rather than prelsed
so that they feel satisfied enough to rest on their laurels. The use
of praise increases the pleasure one feels in the group participation and
sense of progress and ofaattainment and spurs them on more confidently.
If the observation of the lesder of hie group is important that
MM
.
} q can more effectively evaluate their capabilities and that each may be
be given v par* that he can best fulfil, it ie true that the leader is th *
focus for all the followers. He, too, is being evaluated by the
folle^erc to see if he still measures up to their requirements of a
leader. He must look right; he must act right, that is
,
in an appropri-
fete manner for the group he leads. He must reflect the proper attitude;
for he leads them by being one of thsm and ai the same time exemplifying
a role for them* He is continually under observation and subject to the
group's demands to fulfil its requirements to direct successfully.
The lerder in his contacts must be able to c^tch the attitude of the
followers toward. He should not be too busy, managing, directing, ad-
justing others to make the canges in his own habits, appearance,
practises. For the leader must take the role he must see himself as the
leader of the group fillers* the requirements it hee for him. These
requirements eot often e fine distinction of relationship as between
cord'ality, friendliness and intimacy. A leader must maintain the proper
degree of social distance to the group to keep respect on the one
hand and equality on the other. The right personal bearing will vary
as to leader and group, aim or purpose, time, place, and the group's
statue within the community or country or nation ee a whole. For the
group has its role as do the people within it and the leader who
heads it.
'’’he leader needs the counsel relationship, the chance to discuss
problems and decide upon a policy with a few of the whole group. To
manage without seeming to discriminate and play favorite in the group
c.
j f
is s. problem bee use there must be & fev. in a position of greeter con-
fidence to discuss end determine the most effective course of action.
If the group can believe thet the leader’s assistants are selected
wisely and fairly without discrimination the .orele will remain high
thrush the understanding that the leader can do a better job anc
the group can be more successful in attaining it® ends. A leader may
get arouno this if the organization is sc set up that there is a
chance for suggestions to flow up from the bottom of the Liercrchy uah
up through its lines without being short-circuit ed. If, however, th®
flow of these eugg etiors from ones in e osiiien to test policy is
stymied before the ' uj gest ; on reaches the head or those making and
forming policy the morale is lessened and interest in improvement wanes
and a "line of gripe' circulates at the lower leverl and sabotages
th© whole effort. If the leader heads a group that is sizeable he must
delegate much to assistants of ability and one who can criticize the
organizational set up not only from the "efficiency" (economy) angle
but also from the attitude and personal-personality atmosphere and
put hie finger on the trouble spot and repair the friction is
essential to the scooth-running of the organizational machinery. As
organizations increase in size their operation becomes more and more
bureaucratic routine and group identity becomes more and more artificial
Tasks are imperf onally delegated ond mechanically done.
Fethode of recruiting new members for the group will vary as to
the purpose and motive of the group and its leader and his policy*
However, much care is needed that the common interest, the common
'
denominator of the group is maintained tc keep the group solidarity.
The leader should present the ne^ member* to the old in such a way
that the strain of adjusting to the new environment 1e reduced to
the minimum. Oars in selection end manner of presentation or
sponsorship sets the role of the nev comer in the group.
.
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Analysing Leaders
tudies have been nade of leaders to try to analyze
the leaders and to find out what situations called them
out ancl what characteristics of the personality were
ascendent •
Of course, these studies end teohnioues require the
t
student to have a preconceived conception of the criteria
of leadership a obese are still vague in the stage of
developesent and after all seems to have as much practical
reality as does a tangible constellation of factors that
enables one to influence the activities, attitudes, of
others* hether the loader personality expresses In word
and emetine deed and in plan end policy v.hat the people
of a mass dis over they want or whether he changes attitude®
through his leadership is questionable. Nevertheless, he
symbolizes for the group what it stands for. There must
bo a leeting of minds of the leader and the followers*
Through leadership the mass of people form groups that hove
fc co . ion shared purpose or attitude in acsoci tio that
solidifies into a group. It gives the group a meaning and
also n rolo that it did not he ve before a leader defined
for them v/hat they wanted. Gir George MaeMunn published
in 1955 a study of leadership entitled. . on i_
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the Ages . He tried to find the relationship between the
r it" quality of the leader and the situational need that
provided or forced leadership roles upon him# So with
this perspective he reviews several leaders of cliffere t
cultures and of different periods noting personality
l
characteristics and the situation or occasion# Hoses led
through overcoming an inferiority problem, Alexander
conquered secure in his belief in hie divine origin and
sponsorship# Cromwell took leadership because on one else
seemed able or willing to assume responsibilities#
fir George MacMann feels that,
The subject of the World’s leaders is always
a t rilling one, and one on which moderns have an
insatiable curiosity. How and why do they come, end
what do they do? Tar deeper even than the story of
their lives, their sucesses, their failures and their
ends, is the ’how’ and the ’why*. What were the
conditions that called them into being, and what
was the psychological cause of their leadership?
v hat was the magic and the charm in their person-
ality? where lay 7 it*?
Without crises of some kind, or some unusual
occasions, leaders do not arise.
Did we want the leading, no doubt the genius of
the nation would find its fuglemen, or even its
'hihrer.
MaoMunn, Si? George, Leadership through the Ages
,
page 3.
c,
'
In studying leadership there will be two -natters to
present; first the circumstances; second the secret
*
There is an inclination to visualise famous leaders
as mn of action, f s ge: erals, statesmen*
To create leaders there must first be the need or
crisis ,'ithin the group and the group will demand a leader.
To look, that is to appea
,
a leader is an asset and
yet there are exceptions to this. There are many that have
accepted and followed who held their fire and wtsdau
within, For all that have the ability to lead there ere
but a few tiv t have the occasion a- jlse that provides them
with the opportunity -and call to action and leadership.
Enthusiasm and earnestness can often take t' e place
of the know-how in attracting followers*
Nothing can oplaoe the faco~to« face sharing of
situations with the followers to bind them to the leader
who knows through experiencing with his group whet their
feelings are. The anecdote is told of Napoleon talcing a
soldier’s sentry duty while the soldier slept, for
Napoleon, himself, knew fatigue. The French General knew
his own men.
An ability most essential is that of oratory or
exposition. A leader mu t. get across what he wants tho
group to do clearly, forcefully with all the nerve and
Op cit., page 4.
.(
.
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enthusiasm and conviction carried over into words.
Think of Adolf Fit!©:?. He would not h* v© been a
loader if he hod not been able to ovcite a. n tion rith
spending that charged the air with excitement and e sense
of r.ission and pride conveyed through gestures and
sublimation of self, ? or would he have succeeded Ii d the
crowds not boen c rried by the magic of it.
There is a factor of salesmanship about leading end
a means of propaganda to spread the interest and give a
youthful satisfaction in doing or the prospect of doing,
bother the field io religion, or politics* or business or
recreation the leader must attract.
Let us take Alexander of Macedon for investigation,
'here was no demand in ©stem Asia for a groat leader
nor were the Asiatic Greeks sold on the dream of Pr n~
Hellenlsm, and its release from foreign control, no did
V.ostern Asia desire the Helle ic culture. Yet a young
v r: ior with .a stimulating love of adventure " nd c rusading
spi it set then off and carried them through with his
ability to command and his courage and luck.
' hat qualities did he have? From Sir George MacFunn 1
study of his leadership ho finds that ho was a *charming"
youth inheriting his f ther’s prestige, second that ho was
Imbued with Hellenism and fired to spread that culture and
perspective, third, that his followers were hypnotized by
.
his early successes, fourth, the soldiers respected his
courage, fifth, his confidence increased and carried them
on, sixth, the combination of his governing ability sv,7ept
the weak governments and kept them Macedonian even after
his death, and seventh, the profits and results of the
war v.ras satisfying to his followers providing them all
with gold, women, and land, the things they prised most.
In addition he had a drav?ing personality.
In searching the affairs of Oliver Cromwell’s leader-
ship we can not find an attempt to put himself forward
through ambition or personal means. He showed himself a
great man as wellas a fine soldier. He came more and more
to the revolutionaries ’ s leader through ambition, Napoleon
was given the task of suppressing the movement because of
his promptness and shrewd recklessness. From there on it
was up for the youth with the spirit, the flair for organ-
ization, administration, tactics, and atv •
He understood the people he led and ruled. His successes
Intoxicated the people and galvanized them into renewed spirits
of youthful ness.
Abraham Lincoln, contrary to Sir MacMunn’s hypothesis,
wa3 not summoned to high estate by any particular occasion
but once there the need for leadership arose and he carried
the role of his position with courage and purpose, Lincoln
lacked much that is believed important for leadership. lie

was not the son of a leading citizen. His father was a
squatter, on for bettor holdings, He lacked the for mal
eduo'. tional requirements so many studies of leadership
list as assets. But his substitute self education from
love of reading and desire for knowledge and decree of
"absorption” reached from his thorough reading and re-read-
was ~o *Q than adequate. Through necessity he had to work
as a laborer or handy man* This experience brought him an
understanding of the common man" who must make his living
witho- t the advantage of high statu-. It enabled him to
experience the reality of life end 5„ts hr sic values and
esse tie Is. It permitted him to know the problems of the
workman by sharing them and becoming popular among those
with v/hOTr he worked. ITe became store keeper, soldier.
lien he oandldated for election he could spevjfc the language
of the frontier’s men for he was one of them. "here was
©. meeting of minds, Hs knew the stories the pioneer ap-
procl: ted and how to tell then without studying the psy-
chology of salesmanship. This ability is shown by his cariy-
ln~ the votes of nearly all in his ovm neighborhood, bo
he went on gathering experience as businessman, farmer,
dui veyor and on the next election he won and gained from
politics in gpringfield an Jjisight and practice in the
mono e 'lent of men.
is marriage v-m not satisfactory md he lacked the
..
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peace in a serene hone that helps a leader to rest and
renews him for the strain of leading* !e had retired to
private life at forty when the occasion arose that called f
forth the leadership power he could wield. His leadership
in the abolition of slavery proves he could lead when the
cauae arose,
e nay look at Bentio Mussolini and Adolf Hitler as
examples of the dynamics of leadership. Both, Sir George
s,are the results of the ooea
then Mussolini cane to power it was after a series
»
of .many continued chan, es that exemplified the situation
X‘ ehing. a unified and directing head that could gain a
country’s ear to show then what was the situation and
convince then there was hope of building strong govern lent
th; t would win glories in which they could be proud, .3
caught their Interest and channelized the ambition, of a
disunited, disinterested people, ooialism failed in its
ai.i to gradually redistribute wealth, ; ussolini, who had
experienced poverty and had a sympathy for the poor, came
at thia time of disillusion lent. He v/as leader of all sub-
vorsive elements. It was tussolini’s dynamic leadership
that brought about, the signing of tho Treaty of London, It
was his enthusiasm that fanned nationalism to a flame. By
Italian victory over Austria under Mussolini’s direction,
throu h an enthusiasm for nationalism and a boliof in the
I.
,
.
*
,
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combination of the classes, through a dynamic personality
end speed! Mussolini brought unity and a program to a dls-
&.d
torn with revolution and a lack of unity or ambition.
He drew about him two hundred followers who met
i- h iii.n to plan to meet the . ussian Socialism and Co .nan-
ism and rebuild It ly. First, Mussolini appealed to
his battle-field comrades who v;ere disillusioned and dis-
gruntled by trade unions exclusion of them so that they
. e thrown into a labor market that could absorb them*
There were violence, strides, both industrial and
agrarian, battles with the t sds"
,
bankruptcy, and
poverty* In this atmosphere ussolini was spreading the
propaganda for Fascism. In all the violence the public
opinion leaned more and more toward Fascism with it
3
rallying "Italy for All"
.
Then Italy found that territory given her by the
London iroaty vas not to be retained and her nationalism
was fired# t ioletti played hie policy of setting or.e sect
gainst another, but Fascism was catching hold and growing
in numbers and strength. ov. I ussolini laid plans for
seizing the government at Home. Premier Facta resigned
and a new cabinet with ' asoist leadership v;os formed
iid the army and much of the popul ce rallied to the glamour
and dash of the Blackshirts, Vvhat husolini gave Italy
,*
.
.
was a moving, e: -ergetic personality# ie was a who knew
.
the problems of the people and was afire with an ideology
era a are i of building a perferct Italy.
When t dyna lie personality is coupled with the sit-
uation of destruction, revolution and war fatigue the
people’s will chose to follow one who offers to lead them
out of this situation to one that offers power, social
well-being, and prestige.
He could not have won the people without the ability
to s o Y/hat the people wanted nd to convince them through
ore to y and writings that through his guidance and leader-
ship and their cooperation they could surely attain the
arabitln s they shared,
he had the conviction of a cause, he was a great orator
and author* He could incite the people to support hii. in
time of a terrible occasion.
Let us analyze the lea ershlp situation of Father
Divine, a contemporary leader, : e shall try to under-
stand the psyeholOrgy of the social process in the social
rol; tlonship. Father Divine’s organized groups zealously
f. Ive themselves to him as leader and ideal. The Kingdoms
are little worlds, they are miniature universes where
Fct' er Divine is God, The Main Kingdom is a crov/ded part
oi larlem. Father Divine’s c. rs, busses, kingdoms are
equi pped with placards and banners as are neighborhood
..
-
.
.
with s;.ch . v rv : s cw n e thomi: - n . !
A Tar..- ner that is placed high in the Kingdom announcea that
"Father Divine is Dean of the Universe".
simple lyric 3 are sung interspersed with testimonies
and hand clasping. This builds up e tremendous emotion in
the group* The children are stimulated by the rhythm, ancl
the enthusiasms to r hypnotic oltch. ^pe; king and sin ding
is punctuated by "You re so wonderful" and "V'e thank you.
Father”
.
:
i is serves to Lessen the gro .pH* inhibition .. *.:.ey sin r
and shout and become hysterical. There is e large b a uet
hall where many chil*: await the appearsnp# of Father
Divine. The Angels ere seated near the head of the table
which is vacant. There in an air of suspense as the children
await the anpearar.ee of Father Divine.
Let us see whet factors sustain this miniature universe
»
First, it serves the basic needs of the children, shelter,
feed, clothes, freedom from fear, wo *ry * nd il3jiese. or
there benefits the children ’ive Father Divine all their
possessions. Fext it provides them with a positIrenens
that He is God and they think of him and thank him contin-
ually. To assure this free attitude from outside doubts
his children are forbidden to have any outside contact
that would undermine the positive attitude. They can not
re^
d
ary newspapers or magazines except the ones Father
t,
.
4
.
.
Divine or his Angels recommend. They cannot listen to on
y
radio broadcast but Father’s. They 11*v not go to the raovias
.
The children are almost completely separated froa the
outside vrorld. V.hen one becomes a child of the Kingdom he
gives up his name for a new identity and breaks from his ter-
mer associations all previous social values of race, eolor,
or vocation . orldly habits are forbidden in the Kingdom.
The • n .els serve as his spies to keep unity. There is a
Comoro e symbol that unite children. -They submerge their
individual personality in the general excitement. The Paths r
is the focus of the whole group. Pongs, settings, every-
thing builds up the c n :on feeling, The fatigue, satiety,
and attitude make the children more suggestible and less
critic, 1 v;Pen Father arrives.
y
The ysterlous movements of father Divine add their
belief in his divinity.
mother factor in the existence of the s v iall world is
the avenue of escape from the outside vrorld it offers. It
provides an escape from hardships for peace, security,
food, and 'alter.
To some others Father provides the answer to their
doubts r , d oonfusion with a faith and belief.
They like to be a part of such movement • They like
the contact of such a group. They t' ke pride in the Mg
c rc and other status-improving 1 ccouterments.
,.
.
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'"’he Children have the impression through the Sen-*
£/:.'•at ion from the outside that t; o group r: ..a kingdom is v
university.

CHAPTER VI
The Concept of Puehrerprinsip
The concept offFuehrerprlnslp in the Motional ocialist
ri;.rty serves as a subject for examination. This -coopt per-
meated the whole state structure. in Germany during the years
from 1332 to 1945. Without the idea of the F-u- ; rer, ?:rational
Socialism could not have been. What were the implications and
nature of this leadership principle? Whence did the concept
arise and what were the p ilosophical background and the
sociological foundations for it? According to Hitler, the
organizational founder- of the hazi State, the concept rejects
the democracy of the masses 1 ideal and the prime importance
of the nation by getting the leadership of the highest specie
of man. The great personality is t .e inventing, organizing
factor and is the leader w o can develop® the community to
its reatest power.
he concludes that masses should never have policy-form-
ing places in the organization of government but should be
controlled by one endowed by nature with leadership ability.
*
The whole organization was built or the principle of the
superiority of the leadership personality.
The organizational principle has been authority from the
head down and responsibility and duty flowing from the bottom
up. Thi3 type of leadership situation demands a blind
obedience and discipline.
=
..
El tier* thinks that the intelligence and Independence of
the separate members does not Influence the quality of the
Sate or Party but the value is given by the obedience to a
wise leader.
The leader is the decisive factor and rigid discipline
produces the power. Hitler does not consider a knowledge of
theory a criterion of leadership quality or leadership capacity.
The leader must have the ability to conduct the lasses. He must 1
convey his strong personal conviction.
The selection and production of a leader played an important
part in National Socialism, The kind of stru r'le selects the
hind of leader that is brought to the front. Hitler says he doefc
not feel that he is the clictotor of idle people but their leader,
”their mandatory", 17
He says on November 8th, 1938 in Munich, "I am not the
Head of the State in the sense of being either dictator or mon-
arch, I am now the Fuehrer of the German people. H
He said on January 20th, 1941 that he had been acting on
mandate given him by the German nation as a whole? .
17, Hitler* s speech, Kerch 7, 1936 which can be found in the
periodical Facts in Review or in Adolf Hitler’s, Order,
.,
• i •>! Li 1? a 1n,r ?/ia £ 1 c
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Dr. Wilhelm Prick, who was the Nazi minister of the nterior
in !ii: book, "Germany as a bni ^ary State," says that the party *s
unity and the Reich is realized in the person of e. Fuehrer who
combines, the office of President, Chancellor, party leader,
political head of the Reich, and supreme commander of the
defenses, IB.
Otto Dietrich, 19. says, "Only an authoritarian regime, the
leadership of which is dictated from above, can discover and
tolerate geniuses.' National Socialism is, at bottom, nothing
.nit a genius-conceived system of personal selection, its object
being the reconstruction of a new national leadership. ‘ 20.
The National Socialists were opposed to intellectuals as
may be seen in Hitler f s speech on January 30th, 1939, "Knowledge
can in no circumstances be a substitute for integrity, courage,
bravery, and determination—-in a time of crisis, one single
energetic man of action outweighs a thousand feeble intellect-
uals, 21.
*
13. Germany Spoaks, chapter written by Wilhelm Trick, Germany
as a Unitary State, Page 20.
19. Dietrich, Dtto, A Rewol-itl&n in Thought, "fuehrer and
Personality", Page 23
20. Ibid, Page 26
21. In Adolf Hitler* s speech in the Reichstag, Berlin,
January 30, 1939. See Hitler, Adolf, Her' Prior ,
Page 565 - 506

The National Socialists reproached the western democracies
for the diffusion of responsibility and the lack of leadership
UA
in democracy.
The basis or doundatlon for the Puehrerprinzlp is sought
in the development of pol ! tical thought of domany, Hegel
believed that no State could truly renounce the principle of a
monarch or authoritarian. Hegel points out in his "System of
lorality" that popular representation on the majority principle
is inconsistent inallowing only a few at the discussions and
policy formation decisions when it is originated uo give every-
body an opportunity to participate and have a. voice in the
policy formation. e points out further that the few represent-
ing the majority often are guided by individual selfish motives
and are swayed by minority pressure groups which wield dis-
proportionate power to their number, T !e thinks that a govern-
ment that stands above the change of popular whims and moods
is better than the vote of the masses vtio are rot in a position
to evaluate and to form policy.
Otto van Bismarck was fundamentally an authoritarian of the
?russlan school and a monarchist , He preferred a system of
absolutism to one of majority because in the absolute system
the loader is responsible for the state management and
direction. Bismarck riled his State with an almost totalitarian
degree. He was op >oaed to de oates, and majority decisions and
ho was for settling questions in a "blood and iron" manner.
*'
*
,
Richard Wagner gave the folk of Germany an awareness of the
heroic and a sense of national pride through his operas* This
was a part of Adolf Hitler’s early training and inure sir! oua* 22,
nDemocracy in Germany is purely a translated thin % he wrote,
Mt exists aerely ir* the ress”. 23.
He believed in a folks sh hi no as the ideal Ger ian monarch*
Heinrich von Treitschke Ms been well known for his
opposition to democracy
,
public opinion, and ability of the
majority to govern themselves and his conviction in the outstand-
ing worth of personality and . authority. His conviction is that
Prussia must maintain military power, have a consistent foreign
policy; fcliat to survive they cannot risk the position of the
executive to be weakened. Treitschke sav/ that in the democracies
the checks and restrictions upon the executive stiffled an indop
and developing personality. He saw in democracies the danger
of the mediocrity* 24*
22. Hitler, A., Mein ige 23*
. Wagner, Prose. Vol* IV, "Art and Politics”, Page 166*
24. Heinrich von Treitschke, Politlk* Vol. II, Page 262
undent
t
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Eg attacked democracies * basic concept of equality which he said
In reality didn’t exist even in organism and he felt that the
State should recognise this* He saw incompetence in majority
rule and he felt that, R Inspite of all ideals, democratic
slogans, the reality of the few remains the basis of the
majority rule.” 25, The majority are not able to investigate
for facts so they are influenced by a few whose interest is
effected through press and pazty propaganda . But it is from
the writings of Fried:'*.; ch Nietzsche that the most Important
element comes, it is that of the one-man head, the great,
leader and personality idea we get Nietzsche's disgust of
democracy and its lack of recognition of leading personalities.
In Nietzsche’s writings his emphasis of a concept of a
Superman, the Leader, the Grenius is emphasized for he wrote
*One viant calls to the other across the waste spaces of time,
and the high spirit talk oes on, undisturbed by the wanton,
noi3y dwarfs who creep among them, The task of history is to
be the mediator between these, and even to give the motive and
power to produce the great men. The aim of mankind can be
imately only in its highest examples, 26,
And bo he tried to direct the people to understand and
appreciate leaders and have a pride in their sense of duty and
unconditional obedience to a person rather than a concept*
25. Ibid, Page 254 ff,
20, Nie^sche, Friedrich, Thoughts Out of Season, page 81,
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Oswald Spengler, too, detested democracy for he say In it
the rule by quantity rather than by quality and its lack of
authority. The ideal he say in a government placdd in the
hands of one powerful loader the State's destiny#
His great; personality corresponded to the great need and
yearning for a strong man who would rule through superiority
of ability and the symbolic fusion of all the virtuous and
valuable characteristics of the group, 37.
For Oswald Spengler the leader would he a strong master
type like Alexander the Great, or Hapoleon, 23.
27# Spangler, Oswald* ^Pflichton der Deutschen Jugend”,
address, February 26, 1224.
23, MEin heitendor Typua is t notwendig”, Oswald Spangler*
Politlsche Schriften# ITeubau dos deutschen Reiches, ? : -
'
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CONCLUSION
In surveying the concept of leadership v,e find thet the criteria
of leadership do not lie alone in certain qualifier nor alone in a
situation. There must be a combination of varying factors thet may
combine in a multitude o** ways for an individual to exert influence
up r snot her or a group. Qualities of abounding physical energy,
enthusiasm, and endurance s-rve to charge *rd propel the group onward
if there is a situational foundation for the group being anti its .joint
action.
First, the leader must be appropriate for the group. His selection
must have e basis in the group's codes, needs, customs, aims and attitudes.
This ie the common denominator. The group muet be prepared for a
leadership relationship whethej this ie brougXJ '•bout through a situation
of crisis ard bewilderment within the group, whether the call of the
group for a leader grows out of a philosophy that accepts and accents
the necessity of leader dominance. such ae the German attitude toward
the state, or r.' ether the idee of having a certain leader is sold to
the croup— is made desirable to them as a body.
There are qualities th:t ere valuable for leaders but the essentials
are determin'd by the appropriateness they held in the group. They
must he recognized as desirable by the group. Commonly physical energy,
enthusiasm, ability to ezpreee in a manner the group undretende aims,
orders, 'ugpeetione, attitudes and values that h^ve a group basis, and
final b' 1 > sy v elite his r*lr for thr group through pctl'ne, appe». r-- nee,
IW iesiraieVc •
ntti4 udes that the group etonds for. The leader to be successful must
A
.m
»rlv-
.
understand hig group, its origin, aims, feelings, desires, and basic
conceptions to satisfy its needs.
This is an intangible unmeasurable concept with its factors of com-
peeitIon variables, as to group, need, tine, and place. It is impos
sible to quantify successfully that which is qualitative and has no urea
in sp? ce to bound, no unitory censtant value that can be added,
multiplied or divided, "here is a time element involved in the rise of
leaders both in real need for their leadership or in recognition of the
need for tie lnder. Its origin is in human relationships and its test
lies in satisfying these needs for group action that require a headship,
t direction, a definition and a prorreas tovard recognized goals, or the
conviction that advancement will come soon. leader can hold his role
o-'’ leadership as long as he can demand respect and loyalty through
earning loyalty or through fear maintain it. hither the leader or the
group vest be convinced of progress toward objectives or hope of
progress soon to maintain th- relationship in a democratic group.
"he implication^ for democratic ledership is found in the factor
that v'en there is freedom in the choice of group and individual
decision of whether to maintain it, the survival of the relationship
is determined in ths satisfaction result in fror; the group participation
.'
-
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